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Council Directive 2011/16/EU of 15 February 2011 on administrative
cooperation in the field of taxation and repealing Directive 77/799/EEC

CHAPTER II

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

SECTION II

Mandatory automatic exchange of information

[F1Article 8a

Scope and conditions of mandatory automatic exchange of information
on advance cross-border rulings and advance pricing arrangements

1 The competent authority of a Member State, where an advance cross-border ruling
or an advance pricing arrangement was issued, amended or renewed after 31 December 2016
shall, by automatic exchange, communicate information thereon to the competent authorities of
all other Member States as well as to the European Commission, with the limitation of cases set
out in paragraph 8 of this Article, in accordance with applicable practical arrangements adopted
pursuant to Article 21.

2 The competent authority of a Member State shall, in accordance with applicable
practical arrangements adopted pursuant to Article 21, also communicate information to the
competent authorities of all other Member States as well as to the European Commission, with
the limitation of cases set out in paragraph 8 of this Article, on advance cross-border rulings
and advance pricing arrangements issued, amended or renewed within a period beginning five
years before 1 January 2017.

If advance cross-border rulings and advance pricing arrangements are issued, amended
or renewed between 1 January 2012 and 31 December 2013, such communication shall
take place under the condition that they were still valid on 1 January 2014.

If advance cross-border rulings and advance pricing arrangements are issued, amended
or renewed between 1 January 2014 and 31 December 2016, such communication shall
take place irrespective of whether they are still valid.

Member States may exclude from the communication referred to in this paragraph,
information on advance cross-border rulings and advance pricing arrangements issued,
amended or renewed before 1 April 2016 to a particular person or a group of persons,
excluding those conducting mainly financial or investment activities, with a group-
wide annual net turnover, as defined in point (5) of Article 2 of Directive 2013/34/
EU of the European Parliament and of the Council(1), of less than EUR 40 000 000
(or the equivalent amount in any other currency) in the fiscal year preceding the date
of issuance, amendment or renewal of those cross-border rulings and advance pricing
arrangements.

3 Bilateral or multilateral advance pricing arrangements with third countries shall be
excluded from the scope of automatic exchange of information under this Article where the
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international tax agreement under which the advance pricing arrangement was negotiated
does not permit its disclosure to third parties. Such bilateral or multilateral advance pricing
arrangements will be exchanged under Article 9, where the international tax agreement under
which the advance pricing arrangement was negotiated permits its disclosure, and the competent
authority of the third country gives permission for the information to be disclosed.

However, where the bilateral or multilateral advance pricing arrangements would be
excluded from the automatic exchange of information under the first sentence of the first
subparagraph of this paragraph, the information identified in paragraph 6 of this Article
referred to in the request that lead to issuance of such a bilateral or multilateral advance
pricing arrangement shall instead be exchanged under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article.

4 Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply in a case where an advance cross-border ruling
exclusively concerns and involves the tax affairs of one or more natural persons.

5 The exchange of information shall take place as follows:
a in respect of the information exchanged pursuant to paragraph 1 — within three months

following the end of the half of the calendar year during which the advance cross-border
rulings or advance pricing arrangements have been issued, amended or renewed;

b in respect of the information exchanged pursuant to paragraph 2 — before 1 January
2018.

6 The information to be communicated by a Member State pursuant to paragraphs 1 and
2 of this Article shall include the following:

a the identification of the person, other than a natural person, and where appropriate the
group of persons to which it belongs;

b a summary of the content of the advance cross-border ruling or advance pricing
arrangement, including a description of the relevant business activities or transactions
or series of transactions provided in abstract terms, without leading to the disclosure
of a commercial, industrial or professional secret or of a commercial process, or of
information whose disclosure would be contrary to public policy;

c the dates of issuance, amendment or renewal of the advance cross-border ruling or
advance pricing arrangement;

d the start date of the period of validity of the advance cross-border ruling or advance
pricing arrangement, if specified;

e the end date of the period of validity of the advance cross-border ruling or advance
pricing arrangement, if specified;

f the type of the advance cross-border ruling or advance pricing arrangement;
g the amount of the transaction or series of transactions of the advance cross-border ruling

or advance pricing arrangement if such amount is referred to in the advance cross-border
ruling or advance pricing arrangement;

h the description of the set of criteria used for the determination of the transfer pricing or
the transfer price itself in the case of an advance pricing arrangement;

i the identification of the method used for determination of the transfer pricing or the
transfer price itself in the case of an advance pricing arrangement;

j the identification of the other Member States, if any, likely to be concerned by the
advance cross-border ruling or advance pricing arrangement;

k the identification of any person, other than a natural person, in the other Member States,
if any, likely to be affected by the advance cross-border ruling or advance pricing
arrangement (indicating to which Member States the affected persons are linked); and
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l the indication whether the information communicated is based upon the advance cross-
border ruling or advance pricing arrangement itself or upon the request referred to in
the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of this Article.

7 To facilitate the exchange of information referred to in paragraph 6 of this Article,
the Commission shall adopt the practical arrangements necessary for the implementation of
this Article, including measures to standardise the communication of the information set out in
paragraph 6 of this Article, as part of the procedure for establishing the standard form provided
for in Article 20(5).

8 Information as defined under points (a), (b), (h) and (k) of paragraph 6 of this Article
shall not be communicated to the European Commission.

9 The competent authority of the Member States concerned, identified under paragraph
6(j), shall confirm, if possible by electronic means, the receipt of the information to the
competent authority which provided the information without delay and in any event no later
than seven working days. This measure shall be applicable until the directory referred to in
Article 21(5) becomes operational.

10 Member States may, in accordance with Article 5, and having regard to Article 21(4),
request additional information, including the full text of an advance cross-border ruling or an
advance pricing arrangement.]

Textual Amendments
F1 Inserted by Council Directive (EU) 2015/2376 of 8 December 2015 amending Directive 2011/16/EU

as regards mandatory automatic exchange of information in the field of taxation.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/eudr/2015/2376
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/eudr/2015/2376
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(1) [F1Directive 2013/34/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on the
annual financial statements, consolidated financial statements and related reports of certain types
of undertakings, amending Directive 2006/43/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council
and repealing Council Directives 78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC (OJ L 182, 29.6.2013, p. 19).]

Textual Amendments
F1 Inserted by Council Directive (EU) 2015/2376 of 8 December 2015 amending Directive 2011/16/EU

as regards mandatory automatic exchange of information in the field of taxation.

https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/eu-exit/https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2013.182.01.0019.01.ENG
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